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THE MIDDLE LAYER OF LEGACY TRANSFORMATION

The growing importance of APIs in financial services has moved the middle 

layer into a customer-facing role. Historically, these layers were either hidden 

in a larger core system architecture or built from integration technologies as 

the industry adopted SOA. Now, the insurance industry is increasingly looking 

for a solution to both digitally enable the multiple back-office solutions, as 

well as act as a new route to join the API economy.



THE MIDDLE LAYER OF LEGACY TRANSFORMATION

Executive priorities that will 
influence change
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Each year Celent examined business priorities, IT budgets, and investments being made by North American insurance company technology executives. 
Celent publishes similar reports in EMEA, Asia-Pacific, and Latin America. In December 2021, Celent distributed an online survey to North American 
insurance company CIOs. The survey covered a broad range of topics, including but not limited to:

Budgets and allocations
Maintaining current systems makes up the largest 

proportion of the CIO budget. Internal and 
external budget allocations are nearing parity.

Business Priorities

CIOs are focusing on growth and digital acceleration 
as they plan their 2022 investments. The pandemic 

has continued to have a significant influence on plans.

Cloud

Insurers are already using the cloud, 
and many are planning to expand its use 
in 2022. Cloud native systems are desired.

Cybersecurity

Cyberattacks were experienced by many 
insurers; all insurers have increased their 
investments in cybersecurity regardless 
of their experiences.

Investment priorities
Claims, new business and underwriting systems 

continue to drive investments, followed by policy 
administration systems. Front end components that 

accelerate digital processes are also high on CIO lists.

Innovation

The importance of innovation 
was highlighted by 90 percent 
of the respondents. 

2022

EXECUTIVE/CIO BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY PRIORITIES
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2021–2022

• Continued investment in new process 
automation such as RPA, OCR enabled 
document management, chat bots.

• Significant investment in the evolution in 
process automation by integrating AI into 
processes already automated by RPA for 
greater automation capability.

• Fully digitize policy submission processing. 
Continued investment in new policy 
administration systems.

• Significant investment in digital onboarding 
capabilities.

2023–2024

• Significant investment in workflow 
and process optimization through AI. 

• Continued focus on cloud migration, 
adopting SaaS and multi-cloud solutions.

2021–2022

• Working from home has become 
the “new normal” and insurers 
are planning accordingly.

• Although some insurers have 
implemented a hybrid work mode, 
others have delayed their back-to-
office strategies, keeping the focus 
on remote infrastructure investments.

• Employee and client health remains 
a high priority, fuelling additional  
investment in remote work.

• Investing in advanced customer 
engagement solutions and remote 
agent/advisor capabilities.

2023–2024

• Continuing the shift to a digital 
advice model.

2021–2022

• Increased interest in partnerships or third-party 
contracting to combat the “Great Resignation.” 

• Flexible working arrangements have become 
the norm not the exception, insurers plan 
accordingly.

• Enhancing the distributed and fully remote 
workforce model.

• Salaries market adjustments for an increasingly 
competitive IT workforce.

• Increase training for remote employee and sales 
field force.

• Re-envisioning budget with increased focus on 
digital roadmap.

2023–2024

• Transferring operations to lower cost centers via 
BPO.

• Explore new pricing schemes and expert-based 
service models.

Remote Work 
Infrastructure 

Technology
Investments 

Business Model 
Adjustments 

Source: Celent analysis

MARKET REACTION AND FORECAST OVERVIEW 
North American insurers are accelerating digital transformation initiatives by prioritizing proven technologies 
while adjusting their business models for a virtualized business model.
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L&H INSURERS ARE LOOKING TO GROW WHILE BEING EFFICIENT…
The top business priorities are somewhat similar to last year as a result of the pandemic, and have LATAM L&H
insurers looking into innovation as something inherent to the business objectives

• Insurers are driving their 2021 IT plans with efficiency, growth and retention, and resiliency to cyber threats in their mind. 

• Our survey results continue to show the decline of innovation as a separate objective. It’s not that companies have abandoned their 
desire to innovate, but that they want to execute such innovation close to the business objectives.

Key Priority Differences Compared to Last Year

76%

76%

71%

59%

47%

47%

35%

24%

24%

18%

29%

35%

47%

41%

53%

65%

6%

6%

6%

12%

12%

12%

Innovation

Process optimization

Meeting regulatory requirements

Cyber threats

Growth and retention

Cost reduction

Diversifying products and services

Competitive parity

Significant

Moderate

Small

Business Goals Influencing IT Plans

Source: 2020 and 2021 Celent survey

Rounding may cause some 
categories not to add to 100%
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GENERAL INSURERS ARE LOOKING TO GROW THEIR BUSINESS…
The top business priorities are somewhat similar to last year as a result of the pandemic, and have 
LATAM general insurers looking into innovation as something inherent to the business objectives

• Insurers are driving their 2021 IT plans with efficiency, resiliency to cyber threats, and growth and retention in mind. 

• Survey results continue to show the decline of innovation as a separate objective. It’s not that companies have abandoned their desire to 
innovate, but that they want to execute such innovation close to the business objectives.

Key Priority Differences Compared to Last Year

80%

80%

80%

67%

60%

53%

40%

20%

20%

20%

13%

27%

33%

33%

47%

67%

7%

7%

7%

13%

13%

13%Competitive parity

Innovation

Process optimization

Cyber threats

Growth and retention

Meeting regulatory requirements

Diversifying products and services

Cost reduction

Significant

Moderate

Small

Business Goals Influencing IT Plans

Source: 2020 and 2021 Celent survey

Rounding may cause some 
categories not to add to 100%
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Changing Architectures 
In Insurance
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NEW SOURCES OF DATA FOR CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAPPING

Source: Celent report, Catching Up In Life: The Customer Engagement Continuum

For us to be relevant 
in the future, 
we need to invest in 
personalization 
and customization –
to really get 
to know who our 
customers are… 

Digital Officer, 
Tier 1 Life Insurance CompanySOURCES

ANALYSIS

PERSONAS OR ARCHETYPES NEEDS AND 
CUSTOMER’S 

JOURNEY

Market 
surveys

Focus
groups 

Data 
analytics

CRM

Policy administration

Affiliates/trusted voices

Third party 

College Savings

Peace of mind

New child

Channel preference

New sources of data

https://www.celent.com/insights/947107405
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INSURANCE SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURES ARE BECOMING DATA-ORIENTED…

• Enterprise class solutions: Big 
applications, Big sphere of influence

• Commodity hardware

• Mix of horizontal and vertical 
capability

• Standardized ‘home’ applications on 
Java, .NET

• Leverage SOA

Most insurers 
today: Large 
distributed

• Mix of languages: Python, Java, 
.NET, Ruby, Scala

• Frameworks and other tools to 
improve time to market

• Small applications, small sphere of 
influence

• UI and data mashups

• REST and lightweight 
interoperability

Massive scale web 
companies: Small 

distributed

• Software understands data and how 
to put it together

• Users interact with the data, add 
new data

• Variety of styles of interaction 

Future: Distributed 
data

Monolithic 

1 Tier
Big 
applications
One 
technology

Technology 
Oriented

Client-
Server

2 Tier
Large 

applications
Multiple 

technologies

Large 
distribute

d

3 Tier
Big applications
Many 
technologies
Interoperability

Software 
Oriented

Small 
distributed

Many small 
applications

Lots of 
technologies

Hugely 
interoperable

Distributed 
data

Integrated 
data sources
Data 
visualization
Software gets 
out of the 
way

Data 
oriented

Source: Celent
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…ADDING NEW CHALLENGES AND BENEFITS

SOA Microservices architecture

Primary 
Challenge

Reduce integration costs 

Breaking down walls between legacy, 
monolithic, vertical systems

Increase speed of delivery

Increase the opportunity for concurrent 
development 

Additional 
Benefit

True multi- or omni-channel experiences

Efficiency and re-use in application assets

Cloud-native scalability, reliability, 
and fault-tolerance

Omni-channel experiences 
and augmented experiences

Efficiency and re-use in application assets

Attitude to 
Code

Code is expensive and slow to build, test, 
and deploy

Externalize workflow, rules, and 
orchestration to a Middleware Layer. 

Code is cheap and fast to build, test, and 
deploy

Code is faster and more flexible than rules 
and workflow – make code faster!

Integration of RESTful services can be done 
efficiently at the client and in additional 
microservices 

Source: Celent
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…NEW TECHNOLOGY AND APPROACHES CONTRIBUTE TO NEW ECONOMICS

LEVER

Te
ch

n
o

lo
gy

Recipe ingredient Implementation
Speed

Development
Cost

Run-time
Cost

Cloud

Microservices Architecture

Open APIs

Te
ch

n
iq

u
e

Customer-Centered Design

Agile

DevOps

High impact Medium impact Lower impact



THE MIDDLE LAYER OF LEGACY TRANSFORMATION

Implementing Technology Changes
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The developer tool shop

• Automates and provides tooling
for development activities

• Leverages open-source tooling
and practices

• Enables collaboration between
developers 

• Automates tasks where possible

The developer 
and operations 
tool shop

• Extends the toolset 
to automate IT 
operations tasks

• Leverages cloud-
inspired APIs 
and software-
defined 
infrastructure

TestPhoneValidator() {

goodPhone = 
"(123) 555-1212";

badPhone = "555 12"

isTrue( isValid( 
goodPhone ));

isFalse( isValid( 
badPhone ));

}

Passed Passed

Passed Failed

Failed
Not 

Deployed

package { 'ntp': 
ensure => installed, 

}
service { 'ntp': 

name => $service_name,
ensure => running, 
enable => true, 
subscribe => 

File['ntp.conf'], 
}

main( ) { 

printf("hello, 

world"); 

} 

Packaging

Testing

Build

Analysis

Requirements

Packaging

Testing

Build

Analysis

Requirements

Auto-Deploy

Testing Env.’s

Build Env.’s

Analysis Env.

THE DEVELOPER FRIEND
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Convert

• Partial coverage 
of the system 
with services

• Often a 
modernizing 
vendor

• Typically, a mix 
of modern and 
legacy

Devout

• Moving 
to a micro-
services 
architecture

• Each service 
or set thereof 
is a distinct 
deployable 
piece
and can scale 
independently

Field name Field 1

Field name Field 2

Field name Field 1

Service Parameter 1

Service Parameter 2

 Service flag

Orchestration

Enterprise Systems

Product Systems

Data

Channel  Systems

Initiate

• Full coverage 
of services

• Modern 
underlying 
architecture

• Config.
tooling 
to enable 
creation 
of new 
services

Orchestration

Enterprise Systems

Product Systems

Data

Channel  Systems
Orchestration

Enterprise Systems

Product Systems

Data

Channel  Systems

Orchestration

Enterprise Systems

Product Systems

Data

Channel  Systems

Orchestration

Enterprise Systems

Product Systems

Data

Channel  Systems

Orchestration

Enterprise Systems

Product Systems

Data

Channel  Systems

Orchestration

Enterprise Systems

Product Systems

Data

Channel  Systems

Orchestration

Enterprise Systems

Product Systems

Data

Channel  Systems

Orchestration

Enterprise Systems

Product Systems

Data

Channel  Systems

Orchestration

Enterprise Systems

Product Systems

Data

Channel  Systems

main( ) { 

printf("hello, 

world"); 

} 

THE SOA BELIEVER
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The Apprentice

• Configurable tooling

• Frequently split by
function

• Requires a group
with diverse skill sets

• Orchestrating
and governing tasks 
sits outside the tools

The Sorcerer 

• Packaged view 
of change

• Tools are split 
by skill and role

• Governance and 
change workflow 
are built into the 
tool

Data

API

Work
flow

Rules

Screen

Prod

 Largely use simple UI’s
Have complex tooling
 Rules look like programming 

languages
 Leverage lots of drop downs
Have lots of tick boxes
Occasionally use tables for 

rules

Ready to go live
Type of Product

Type of Risk

Type of Coverage

Confirm

Code Value

001 Leverage lots of 
code lists

002 Look up tables

003 Drop down lists

THE WIZARD CONFIGURER OR THE LOW CODE NO CODE APPROACH

Product
Screen

Rules

Workflow
API

Data



THE MIDDLE LAYER OF LEGACY TRANSFORMATION

Future Trends
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Data management and applied analytics/machine learning

Marketing, 
sales, and 

distribution

Awareness 
and quoting

Underwriting 
and rating

Product, 
Pricing, and 
Onboarding

Servicing 
and operations

Capital, Risk, 
and ALM

Claims 
and renewals

360 single 
customer view

Customer journey/ 
persona mapping

Risk assessment 
and exposure

Omni-channel digital 
insurance ecosystem

Premium investments 
for profits Self-transactions

• Agent prospects 
discovery through 
social network and 
customer analysis

• Digital marketing, 
content tracking, 
and analysis

• Blockchain 
secure distribution 
of customer 
information

• Analytics 
recommender 
engine and 
personalization

• Persona 
development

• Integration with 
mobile application

• Internet of Things 
(IoT) sensor tracking

• Document 
digitalization 
and automation

• Risk model 
auto-testing 
and calibration

• Risk propensity 
scoring

• Regulation reporting 
and reinsurance 

• Recommendation 
across product line

• Inclusion 
of healthcare 
and banking/ 
investment 
microinsurance

• Machine learning on 
insurance historical 
data, loss reserves 
(future claims) 
estimation, and 
realization

• Self-service 
transactions

• Pocket agents 
for advice, products, 
and claims

• On-demand, instant, 
and electronic 
services

INSURERS ARE TRYING TO INNOVATE THROUGH TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENTS ALONG THEIR 
TRADITIONAL VALUE CHAIN…

Source: Celent report – Integrated insurance ecosystem: The next generation insurer
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Key components

• Web and mobile applications as
main client front end components

• Application programming interface 
(API) gateway to consistently access 
front- and back-end systems and 
interfacing with partners

• Insurance applications and services
initially contained in core system–
broken down into standalone pieces 
to enable agility with low- / no-code 
functionality

• Simple core insurance system to 
process transactions

• Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) for client and 
lead management

• Data and analytics providing 
insights

• Strong analytics leveraging the 
data lake

• Real-time and centralized data 
architecture using a data lake

1

2

3

4

API Consumers

API Gateway

Product 
info

Pricing 
quote

IAM

Illustrative examples

Front end

Core process  
components

System of 
records

Integration

P
ro

d
u

cts

C
laim

s

P
ricin

g

U
n

d
erw

ritin
g

C
R

M

A
n

alytics

Data lake
Includes all movements, activities and documents

C
o

gn
itive

B
I

…
 / …

3rd party 
products

AlertsMobile
B2C

Internet
B2C

External Services, Brokers, 
B2C and Partners (B2B)

Chat bot

3

2

Customer
Support

Web App Mob App

3’

Ecosystem

6

7

5

6

7
Data & Analytics

BPMRating

ECMCore insurance system3’

5

…
 / …

Signal 
delivery hub

ORCHESTRATION AROUND THE API LAYER IS BECOMING THE NEW CORE FOR INSURANCE 
ARCHITECTURES, WITH A FOCUS ON ANALYTICS AND SMART PRICING

High-level architecture

1 1

d
ata co

n
n

e
ctio

n
s



THE MIDDLE LAYER OF LEGACY TRANSFORMATION

Selecting a Transformation 
Strategy
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Quote and Buy Sides:

Quote

Product and Channel preference

Usability

Communication channels

Trust and Security

Cross-sell/Up-sell

Front-End:

Policy Holder Portal

Process and Workflow

Communication with Aggregators:

New online business submission

Post-sales processes

Control and monitoring 
of aggregators

Call Center:

Service level

Role and skills of employees

Marketing:

Online advertising

Billing and Payment:

Payment and billing

CRM and Web Analytics:

Analytical

Operational

Strategic

Claims:

Interaction with insured and 
third parties

FNOL and submission

Underwriting:

Process

Task

Business Intelligence (MI):

Key Performance Indicators

Data management

Product/Workflow 

configuration and PA:

Pricing

Product development support

Flexibility

Fr
o

n
t-

en
d

B
ac

k-
en

d

DIGITIZATION DRIVES INSURERS LEGACY AND ECOSYSTEM TRANSFORMATION INITIATIVES…

Source: Celent
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…TODAY’S DIGITAL PROPOSITIONS INITIATE A SWITCH FROM “EVENT DRIVEN” TO “ACTIVE” 
TO SHAPE TOMORROW’S DIGITAL INSURER…

Shifting the focus of the proposition 

Move from… …To

Customer experience Periodic Continuous

Value proposition Event driven Actively managed 

Pricing Tiered
Utility/
behaviour-based

Capabilities “Everything at scale” Specialist

Orientation Process Data

Source: Celent
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STATUS TRACKER: DIAGNOSTIC AND BENCHMARKING

Business Domain Key Capabilities Priority Current Capabilities Required Capabilities

Touch Points • External APIs

• Robo advisers

• Intermediary channels

• ...

• High

• High

• Medium

… … …

Marketing & Sales • Contact center

• CRM

• …

• Medium

• High

… … …

Risk & Analytics • External data

• Modelling

• Predictive analytics

• …

• High

• High

• High

… … …

Core Insurance • Underwriting

• Claims handling

• Billing

• Reinsurance

• …

• High

• Medium

• Medium

• Low

… … …
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…The middle-layer architecture and microservice deployment represents a unifying layer 
for bringing together core systems functions

Composing Products on Multiple Core Systems into One API • API and microservices are forming the bridge between new product 
composition and legacy APIs.

• The middle tier allows deliberate design as well as integration:

– API First

– Delivering a modern API is the target, instead of a user interface (UI) 
or an app

– On the legacy side, more commonly this requires extended 
integration capabilities

• This leads to greater possibility for system integration and enables 
faster legacy modernization efforts by insurers looking to refresh or 
revamp existing core systems.

• Current core systems can have disparate systems for different lines of 
business, which can increase maintenance efforts. A unifying layer can 
enable a more seamless integration between functions, which may be 
common, such as storage of customers’ information.

Source: Celent report, The Rise of the Digital Insurance Middle Layer

Middle tier—Digital layer

Insurer API

Product 
consumption

Proposition 
API

Broker Portal Agent Systems
Underwriting 

Desktop

Product A
API

Product B
API

Product C
API

Product D
API

Core A Core B Core C

…

…

https://www.celent.com/insights/387833447
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The Apprentice

• Configurable tooling

• Frequently split by
function

• Requires a group
with diverse skill sets

• Orchestrating
and governing tasks 
sits outside the tools

The Sorcerer 

• Packaged view 
of change

• Tools are split 
by skill and role

• Governance and 
change workflow 
are built into the 
tool

Data

API

Work
flow

Rules

Screen

Prod

 Largely use simple UI’s
Have complex tooling
 Rules look like programming 

languages
 Leverage lots of drop downs
Have lots of tick boxes
Occasionally use tables for 

rules

Ready to go live
Type of Product

Type of Risk

Type of Coverage

Confirm

Code Value

001 Leverage lots of 
code lists

002 Look up tables

003 Drop down lists

…THE LOW CODE NO CODE APPROACH IS ALSO GAINING TRACTION WITHIN THE INSURANCE 
COMMUNITY…

Product
Screen

Rules

Workflow
API

Data
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Develop

• Internal development

• Development with an 
external partner, 
typically a system 
integrator

Commercial Off-
The-Shelf (COTS) 
System 
Implementation

• Select a vendor who 
offers an out-of-the-
box system

• Find components 
meeting functionality 
requirements

Accelerate

• Use a low-code platform 
or middle-layer

• Combine with relevant 
technologies to 
automate

How?

INSURERS HAVE VARIOUS ALTERNATIVES TO CHOOSE FROM TO TRANSFORM THEIR LEGACY 
AND ECOSYSTEM…

Accelerate Keeping some legacy components and focus 
the modernisation effort on tools and 
systems (allowing for higher product agility 
and meeting digital requirements of 
customers) leveraging a middle layer 
solution.

Combining a low code approach with an Agile 
delivery methodology with the objective to 
speed up the development of new platform 
components and allow for flexibility in 
solution delivery in the future.

Replace Major business transformation replacing an 
incumbent legacy system, including the 
migration of all new and existing policies and 
claims.

Modernizing and replacing the 30-year-old 
legacy AS/400 core insurance application 
developed inhouse with complete data 
migration

Source: Celent Model Insurers Case Studies
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Tailor the 
approach

Rationalize IT 
and the 

investment

Focus on 
business 

objectives

Perform an 
exhaustive 

conceptualization

Align the 
stakeholders

Success 
Factors

…WHATEVER THE APPROACH, INSURERS NEED TO REMAIN FOCUSED ON KEY SUCCESS 
FACTORS ALONG THEIR TRANSFORMATION JOURNEY AND AGILE

B
e

n
e

fi
ts

 o
f 

A
gi

le

End-User Orientation
Output is tailored for the end-user
End-user feedback is solicited and can be incorporated frequently for 
continuous improvement

Project Aligned with Business Goals
Enables greater alignment of priorities between business stakeholders and 
project teams
Helps to speed up decision-making and alignment

Productivity
Improves speed by which products are delivered to end-users / customers
Projects do not require large upfront investments, increasing cost efficiency

Quality
Increased quality due to consistent commitment to testing and QA before 
any task is considered ‘done’
Easier to make improvements and corrections when needed

Flexibility
Ability to manage ever-changing priorities
Allows a more iterative process for design, planning, and development
Rapid course-correction is possible if something goes wrong

Reduced Risk
Reduced likelihood of releasing products or output with errors or issues
Reduced risk of wasted investment when funding is released on an 
iterative, incremental basis
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TREND: APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACES (API’S)
Open insurance and open APIs have gained momentum over the last year, and we anticipate the trend towards this type of ecosystem will 
continue to gain traction throughout the industry

Open APIs

Open insurance/APIs provide insurance companies the capability to expose their services to anyone 
outside their traditional walls. This means that companies outside the insurer's ecosystem can become 
truly interconnected through open APIs. When you combine all of the digital services from companies 
interconnected through an open API ecosystem, you can offer the best of what each has to offer, 
optimizing the product and customer experience

Advancing trends

Advancing trends in open APIs will allow insurance companies to:

• Expose their data to third-party providers. This can be vendors, InsurTechs, or even other insurers

• Provide new service offerings by integrating data with anyone else within the open API network

• Rapidly develop different business models and potential revenue streams

• Evolve the customer experience with more personalized insurance

What’s next

The future open API ecosystem will bring an abundance of data to those who participate. The key for 
insurers will be choosing what data is most relevant to them that can be used to create differentiation in 
the marketplace in a cost-effective manner. “Open” is likely a hard concept for some insurers to embrace 
and then ultimately execute, given all the challenges with legacy systems, but many have started down 
the path with API-first strategies. The open API evolution will be transformative for the insurance industry 
for years to come.



THE MIDDLE LAYER OF LEGACY TRANSFORMATION

The drivers for a middle layer
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WHAT ARE THE DRIVERS FOR A DIGITAL INSURANCE MIDDLE LAYER?

1

Existing products and 
integrations work, allow 
re-use rather than 
replace.

2
Legacy systems are often 
cheap to run and stable. 

3

New digital eco-systems 
are emerging for 
customer engagement, 
distribution, data 
enrichment, claims 
resolution, etc.

4

New systems allow for 
faster delivery of new 
propositions at a lower 
cost. 

5
Faster delivery and lower 
cost enable innovation.

6
API enabling legacy 
systems is non-trivial. 

7

Legacy systems don’t 
benefit from modern 
techniques or delivery 
automation.

8
Integrating legacy systems 
is slow, and expensive.

9
The solution needs to 
enable fast and cheap 
integration. 

10

The solution needs to 
balance re-use of the 
existing assets and 
adopting new capabilities 
to deliver agility. 

AGILITY

PARTICIPATE IN 
DIGITAL ECO-SYSTEM

RE-USE LEGACY 
ASSETS

Legend

Legacy re-use

Eco-system participant

Agility

3

2

6

7 8

5
4

1

Digital Transformation with Re-use

9

10



THE MIDDLE LAYER OF LEGACY TRANSFORMATION

Features of a Digital Insurance 
Middle Layer
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CONSIDER THE TARGET POSITION

Legacy Modernization with Microservices and APIs API-First Insurer

• This depiction of an insurance 
architecture suggests that an aggregate 
of legacy systems and microservices 
contribute to an API 

– This may include services and APIs 
from third parties

• The API enables 

– The channels offered by the insurer 
to staff, partners and customers

– Third parties to build their own user 
interfaces including the insurers 
capabilities

– The insurer can integrate to and be 
integrated with, or in other words be 
a participant in a digital eco-system. 

Traditional 
Channel 
Systems

Contact 
Centre 

Channel 
Systems

Web Channel 
Systems

Mobile 
Channel 
Systems

Cobol 
Application

RPG 
Application

VSAM Store

3rd Party 
Channel 
System 1

3rd Party 
Channel 

System N

API

M
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THE NEW 3 TIERS IN AN INSURANCE ECOSYSTEM WORLD

Core

Middle Tier

Digital
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DIGITAL <-> MIDDLE TIER

Core

Middle Tier

Digital

RESTful APIs GraphQL APIs
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GRAPHQL VS. REST API’S

GraphQL
• A query language for solving common problems 

when integrating API’s
• Deployed over HTTP using a single endpoint 

that provides the full capabilities of the 
exposed service

• Uses a client-driven architecture
• Lacks in-built cashing mechanism
• No API versioning required
• Response output in JSON
• Offers type-safety and auto-generated 

documentation
• Allows for schema stitching and remote data 

fetching 

REST
• An architectural style largely viewed as a 

conventional standard for designing API’s
• Deployed over a set of URL’s where each of 

them exposes a single resource
• Uses a server-driven architecture
• Uses cashing automatically
• Supports multiple API versions
• Response output is usually in XML, but can also 

be JSON and YAML
• Does not offers type-safety and auto-generated 

documentation
• Simplifying work with multiple endpoints 

requires expensive custom middleware
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MIDDLE TIER <-> CORE

Core

Middle Tier

Digital

APIs RPA
Direct Integration 

Capabilities
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THE EXACT SCOPE OF THE MIDDLE TIER VARIES BY IMPLEMENTATION

Core

Middle Tier

Digital

Middle Tier 
Minimum Viable Product

APIs

Orchestration

Rules

Monitoring

AI Models 
ecosystem

Pricing 
ecosystem

InsurTech 
ecosystem

Data 
enrichment 
ecosystem IoT Data 

ecosystem

Claims 
providers 
ecosystem

Integration 
Schemes

RPA

Microservices 
environment

Distribution 
Networks

Product 
Composition
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INCREASINGLY A HEAVIER MIDDLE TIER IS ALLOWING INSURERS TO COMPOSE PRODUCTS 
INTO MORE COMPLETE PROPOSITIONS

Composing Products on Multiple Core Systems into one API Insurance Product as an API

• APIs and Microservices architectures are 
leading to a new variant of wrap and 
extend

• Product composition is done in the middle 
tier

• The middle tier allows the design of the 
API for a proposition that is independent 
from the legacy APIs

• The middle tier allows deliberate design as 
well as integration

– API First
Delivering a modern API is the target, 
instead of a UI or an App. 

– More commonly on the legacy side 
requires extended integration 
capabilities

Middle Tier – Digital Layer

C
o

re
 A

Product A 
API

Product B 
API

C
o

re
 C

Product C 
API

Insurer API

Broker Portal Agent Systems
Underwriting 

Desktop

…

…

C
o

re
 D

Product D 
API

Product 
Composition

Proposition API



THE MIDDLE LAYER OF LEGACY TRANSFORMATION

Types of Digital Insurance Middle 
Layer
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MIDDLE TIER INFRASTRUCTURE IS BEING BUILT BY MULTIPLE VENDORS

Core

Digital

Low code and portal 
vendors are building 

out middle tiers

Core System vendors 
are building out 

middle tiersSome firms are 
building out middle 

tiers as well



THE MIDDLE LAYER OF LEGACY TRANSFORMATION

Examples of vendors in the Digital 
Insurance Middle Layer space
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RELATED RESEARCH

API and Affinity in Insurance: Revisiting our SOA Predictions and Path 
Forward

Legacy Modernization in the World of APIs, DevOps, and 
Microservices

https://www.celent.com/insights/949636955
https://www.celent.com/insights/913805732
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